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Chapter 1 - Part 3 
Into the belly of the beast 
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Perhaps, in these troubled times, you may have utensils of some utility that those of 
particular persuasion may find to be of suitable aid? Indeed if such appliances were 
to be made available we would welcome your warrant in their dispensation.  

You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 
You should speak to Califus if you wish to purchase temple supplies  ... 

Thallan speaks to father Grimbarrow, intent on purchasing temple supplies and seemingly convinced there is a special inventory 
for sale. Father Grimbarrow is standoffish and seems to be getting more and more annoyed at Thallan’s persistence.  

 
Eventually Thallan gives up and heads to the temple vendor - Califus - to purchase some holy water. 
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Meanwhile... 

As he is want to do, Wingnut has snuck on ahead to the graveyard where he heads for the crypt mentioned in the Journal 

 
As he creeps toward the crypt the graves about almost seem to be bulging. At the crypt entrance, the lock has been burned out by acid and the door opens 

easily. Two sets of footprints consistent with the professors are seen in the dust, one heading inwards, another outwards. 
 

Creeping into the crypt and through the second set of doors, stairs lead down to a stone sarcophagus. 
 

Smoke pours out of the sarcophagus and begins to coalesce together. The air turns icy cold. The smoke forms the shape of a hooded man. It advances in shuffles 
and lurches as though deranged or perhaps in acute pain. Though it has been formed by smoke, this creatures body seems as solid, all except for its hands and 

arms, with which he points at Wingnut threateningly  



As the rest of the party arrives, Wingnut explains the situation. A few 
people in the graveyard look in the groups direction as they leave the 

area. "Well, there goes our repute or the lack thereof...” mutters Tamos 

Thallan heads back into the crypt, a detect undead spell 
on his lips. Tamos mutters a spell and grows larger. As 

the party moves forward, a voice calls to them ...  

Come to me. The shackles are gone from my grave. Not Come to me. The shackles are gone from my grave. Not Come to me. The shackles are gone from my grave. Not Come to me. The shackles are gone from my grave. Not 
for many years have I felt the presence of life. You will for many years have I felt the presence of life. You will for many years have I felt the presence of life. You will for many years have I felt the presence of life. You will 

all die in misery before me all die in misery before me all die in misery before me all die in misery before me     

Thallan casts a light spell on a stone and throws it into 
the darkness. The creature is illuminated and advances 

with murderous intent. 

The creature advances, Wingnut shoots it and then swings his musket 
at it in an attempt to bludgeon it but misses. Alise wades in and 

hacks a gaping wound in its flank. Tamos and Thallan both launch at-
tacks and the creature fades to oblivion under the blade and spell. 
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The party head down to the crypt. 
 

The footprints head toward the urn in the corner and back. 
 

Tamos checks the urn. 
 

The urn is full of gear. Conspicuous is a thin darkwood case decorated with an image of a 
scarab with a single eye glaring from its back - the same design that appears on the 

cover of the Manual of the Order of the Palatine Eye among the books in the professor's 
collection. The darkwood case  (worth 50 gp), contains three objects of interest - a 
spirit board with a brass spirit planchette, and four iron and glass vials containing tiny, 

churning clouds of vapor. The vials sit in velvet-lined indentations to the left of the spirit 
board and planchette, along with six empty indentions - the professor made off with most 
of the vials but left these four behind. The six vials are all valuable magic items called 

haunt siphons. 
 

After looting and leaving, a young girl approaches the party 
 

Rammy saw you at Vorcagie's crypt. I told him not to go to Father Grimbarrow, because 
you are a good sort, heard you in the tavern you know. Impressive. But what were you 

doing in there? She asks 
 

Not to worry, child.  There was a nasty manifestation in there. Not sure if the ghost is 
dealt with for good but hopefully it won’t be bothering the town again soon replies Alise 

 
The party heads back to the home of Kendra 
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Tamos and Advion light up cigarettes 
together and puff away appreciatively. 

 
Wingnut devours his meal by tipping the 

entire contents of the plate into his 
mouth and munching contentedly. He 

then slips off his chair and heads for the 
door, chattering away in a strange lan-

guage  

 
 

Alise heads for the Outward Inn. She 
performs another story. Coins are 

thrown, including one which hits her 
quite hard in the head. After the 

applause dies down she is approached 
by  Benjan Caeller the jailer who 
informs her that Mistress Aldea of 

Aldis (Whose ring they retrieved) is 
coming to collect the ring and meet 

the party on the morrow 

 
 

 
Tamos tries to divert Kendra's thoughts 
by engaging her attention with (slightly 
out of date) news of Ustalav, and the 
nearby regions, where he had been a 
Captain of a Wolvar House caravan 

 
Thallan tries to discuss money with 

Kendra but is pulled aside by Advian 
who is diplomatic but certainly put out 
by Thallan speaking of money to a be-
reaved daughter. Thallan persists in at-

tempting to get an advance out of 
Kendra until informed by Advian that 

she does not have it. Advian enquires as 
to how much money he needs. Advian 
gives Thallan some money and asks that 
he not pay it back. Thallan takes the 

money. He is later admonished by Wing-
nut who seems quite put out by 

Thallan’s methods.    



  
 
 

As the group enters, Thallan shakes off the feeling that he is on fire.As the group enters, Thallan shakes off the feeling that he is on fire.As the group enters, Thallan shakes off the feeling that he is on fire.As the group enters, Thallan shakes off the feeling that he is on fire.    
    

A small brick building in the courtyard attracts the attention of Wingnut and Alise. The apparent manor house is overgrown A small brick building in the courtyard attracts the attention of Wingnut and Alise. The apparent manor house is overgrown A small brick building in the courtyard attracts the attention of Wingnut and Alise. The apparent manor house is overgrown A small brick building in the courtyard attracts the attention of Wingnut and Alise. The apparent manor house is overgrown 
with thick sheets of graywith thick sheets of graywith thick sheets of graywith thick sheets of gray----green ivy. The roof sags ominously, and the front door hangs askew. green ivy. The roof sags ominously, and the front door hangs askew. green ivy. The roof sags ominously, and the front door hangs askew. green ivy. The roof sags ominously, and the front door hangs askew. “Careful Alise, that thing is “Careful Alise, that thing is “Careful Alise, that thing is “Careful Alise, that thing is 
ready to come down” muses Wingnut. Alise cautiously enters and searches about followed by Wingnut who scurries out as a ready to come down” muses Wingnut. Alise cautiously enters and searches about followed by Wingnut who scurries out as a ready to come down” muses Wingnut. Alise cautiously enters and searches about followed by Wingnut who scurries out as a ready to come down” muses Wingnut. Alise cautiously enters and searches about followed by Wingnut who scurries out as a 

section of the roof collapses.section of the roof collapses.section of the roof collapses.section of the roof collapses.    
    
        Thallan and Tamos sense a malevolence nearby, like the presence of a dark stranger. A chorus of maddening whispers leak out Thallan and Tamos sense a malevolence nearby, like the presence of a dark stranger. A chorus of maddening whispers leak out Thallan and Tamos sense a malevolence nearby, like the presence of a dark stranger. A chorus of maddening whispers leak out Thallan and Tamos sense a malevolence nearby, like the presence of a dark stranger. A chorus of maddening whispers leak out 

of the gloom. It seems to emanate from a nearby treeof the gloom. It seems to emanate from a nearby treeof the gloom. It seems to emanate from a nearby treeof the gloom. It seems to emanate from a nearby tree    
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The party heads out the next day to Harrowstone.  
 

A sagging wood and metal gate set between a pair of stone guard towers allows entry to Harrowstone, they hang negligently open, 
creaking softly in what wind touches the ruined bars. 

Harrowstone is located on a barren hill south of the city of Ravengro, the stark, sagging roof of its central structure Harrowstone is located on a barren hill south of the city of Ravengro, the stark, sagging roof of its central structure Harrowstone is located on a barren hill south of the city of Ravengro, the stark, sagging roof of its central structure Harrowstone is located on a barren hill south of the city of Ravengro, the stark, sagging roof of its central structure 
visible through a large gap in the surrounding wall. A partially overgrown track leads from the southern edge of visible through a large gap in the surrounding wall. A partially overgrown track leads from the southern edge of visible through a large gap in the surrounding wall. A partially overgrown track leads from the southern edge of visible through a large gap in the surrounding wall. A partially overgrown track leads from the southern edge of 

town, winding around the base of the hill and then back up along its southern slope to the prison itself town, winding around the base of the hill and then back up along its southern slope to the prison itself town, winding around the base of the hill and then back up along its southern slope to the prison itself town, winding around the base of the hill and then back up along its southern slope to the prison itself     
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slumping wooden balcony over the building's wooden front doors, both of which hang askew and reveal dark glimpses of chambers 
within. A large pond of dark, muddy water spreads out along the eastern section of the prison grounds. Here and there, bits of 

ruined wall protrude from the water, and thick tangles of reeds and cattails grow along the muddy shores  

A two-story stone building looms in the center of the prison grounds. Ivy and moss cling tenaciously to the walls, while above the 
wooden shingles of the roof are often missing entirely, exposing the wooden rafters of the upper structure to the sky. Here and 
there, leering stone gargoyles perch on the eaves, once functioning as drainspouts and decorations but now seeming almost to 

serve a more ominous role of sentinels. Many of these stone decorations have crumbled away and lie in ruined piles on the soggy 
ground below. Windows in the building's facade are narrow and blocked by grills of rusty iron bars. Stone columns support a  

Wingnut scouts ahead, entering 
the first room he notes what was 
once a wide hall flanked by a pair 
of waiting rooms, but this foyer to 

Harrowstone now lies in ruins. 
With little left to hold up the 
ceiling, the wooden beams above 
sag dramatically. The wall to the 
north contains a large pair of 

oaken doors. Streaks of mold stain 
the walls of this foyer, and the 

floor below is a thick, gray carpet 
of fungal growth. Sturdy wooden 
doors beckon from every wall. 

Wingnut opens further doors 
but after a few second they 
slam shut with screaming 

noises and faces screeching 
from the wood.  
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As Tamos and Wingnut open more doors, the screaming faces continue. 
Alise begins to get more and more freaked out “what are we doing? Why 

are we not leaving?” 

The northeast wall of the next room has partially fallen, revealing the dark, murky waters of the pond outside. Moldering train-
ing dummies and other similar equipment hint that this room may have once been a training area for the guards. In the north-

east part of the room, the floor around a dark, jagged hole is surrounded by black scorch marks  
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Out of the darkness come flaming skulls, hurling themselves at Wingnut with 
violent intent. Tumbling backward, the musket barks and a skull shatters to 

pieces. Tamos and Thallan leap forward with spell and spear, obliterating the fi-
nal two skulls  

 
Alise is freaked out and implores the party to leave. 

 


